Designed to meet the oil and gas industry’s need for an educated and prepared workforce, Lone Star College is now offering an Oil and Gas Drilling & Floorhand/Roustabout program. Classroom and lab training will provide entry-level knowledge and skills needed for workers in the drilling and exploration sector of the oil and gas industry.

Lone Star College is the first provider to offer the Floorhand/Roustabout Fast-track career certificate that has been accredited by the International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC), for the Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (KSA) competencies in relation to the Workforce Attraction & Development Initiative (WADI) Project. The WADI project was a world-wide effort to attract and provide the industry with greater number of screened, rig-ready new hire candidates. The collective courses in our Floorhand/Roustabout Fast-track career certificate program have been approved to provide the training vital for entry level oil and gas personnel.

"I am a Navy veteran and single parent working to provide a good life for my family. I took the Floor-Hand Roustabout program back in 2013, and since completion of the program I have been able to improve the quality of life for my daughter and myself. I was able to remain an active participant, even during the downturn. Taking this program was the best and most rewarding decision I ever made in my career."

Kristin Blissit
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Programs At-A-Glance

Floor-Hand Roustabout Certificate
LSC-University Park
LoneStar.edu/Floor-Hand-Certificate

Complete your **Floor-Hand Roustabout Certificate** in a semester!
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